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Why do we want to do this?

“By writing notes useful to both patients and ourselves
and then inviting them to read what we write, we may
help patients address their mental (and physical) health
issues more actively and reduce the stigma they
experience.”
— Kahn, et al, JAMA, 2014

1. SUBSTANCIATED BENEFITS &
POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES
What we have learned through
formal research and actual
implementation
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OpenNotes Study Findings
Three out of four patients reported:
•

Taking better care of themselves

•

Understanding their health and medical conditions
better

•

Feeling more in control of their health and health care

•

Being better prepared for visits

•

and doing better with taking their medications as
prescribed
-Delbanco, Walker, et al, Annals of Internal Medicine

Caregivers Benefit as Much as
Patients with OpenNotes
88% of patients and 86% of caregivers had better
formulated questions for the doctor.
86% of patients and 82% of caregivers had more
productive discussions about the patient’s care.
94% of patients and their caregivers said they had a
better understanding of patient health conditions, better
remembered the patient’s care plan, and felt more in
control of care.
71% of both patient and caregivers reported
patients taking medications as prescribed
more often.
-Wolff, et al. JAMIA

What We’re Learning from Clinicians
Using OpenNotes
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2. HOW TO WRITE
OpenNotes
The C L E A R + framework

Guidelines for OpenNotes
Clinicians should strive to write notes that are accurate and
representative of what occurs during the appointments while
demonstrating professionalism and respect for the patient. The
“”CLEAR” strategy provides guidelines to enhance note writing and
avoid common pitfalls.

C Connect
L Language
E Encourage
A Audience
R Respect

Connect
Documentation should include only information pertinent to what transpired in
that visit or encounter. You are communicating with the patient (and other
clinicians) through your note to provide a summary of what was reported,
discussed and planned that visit.

What does this mean?
• No more Note Bloat!
• No more pulling forward old notes, old results or history for
your own convenience. This habit is confusing and
disorienting to the outside reader
• Stay specific to the visit which is a nice check to verify what
was decided and recommended during the visit
• Notes that appear redundant, or unchanged from former
notes lowers your credibility and misrepresents the visit

Language
•

Carefully select your words!

•

Use simple, easy to understand language

•

Avoid acronyms - spell phrases out. (use the dictionary function in EPIC to
make this easy)

•

Avoid medical jargon - Use simple language
DO include everything you need to justify your clinical effort (physical
and mental status exams, Labs reviewed etc.)
You may need to explain to the patient why you are always including
certain types of information.

Encourage
Remember to use encouraging language in your notes:
• Recognize a person’s strengths
• Accomplishments including
• Progress overall

This should also include their goals and how you are working together to reach
them (Serves to engage the person and encourage accountability and
adherence to the treatment plan both of you agreed on in the visit).

Audience
Remember who will be reading your note!
•

Compose your note as if the individual is sitting on your shoulder reading
along

•

Avoid any stigmatizing, derogatory, disrespectful or unprofessional
terminology

•

Compose your note assuming that the person will be reading it and ask
yourself: “What will assist this person with follow through?”

•

Discuss what you will be documenting with the person ahead of time,
particularly if it is sensitive material, and agree on terms and language used

Respect
Be respectful in your documentation.
Provide education about the OpenNote Access and talk about the benefits to them
and you!
Invite them to read their notes and assure them that if they read anything upsetting
or what the perceive as incorrect, that you can talk about it in the next visit.

All of this builds TRUST and Partnership = Better Outcomes!!

Invite

Whether patients choose to engage with the notes or not, the
simple act of inviting them to read their notes helps establish a
safe environment for discussion.
Patients who do read the notes are often relieved to see what
their therapist/physician is writing. This type of transparency can
lead to more mutual trust and enhance the therapeutic
relationship.

Promote Transparency

It’s natural to want to curb or avoid some challenging
conversations with patients, but as part of an overarching
strategy, transparency may encourage more open and active
communication.
Unless you believe a conversation might harm your patient, a
good rule of thumb is to write about things you discussed and
conversely, to discuss with your patients content you will write
about.

Avoid or define medical jargon when
possible- Spell out acronyms and abbreviations
We’ve learned that patients don’t expect health professionals to change the way
they write notes.
Still, small changes can help make the note more useful for patients between
sessions.

Use the Dictionary Function in EPIC:
•
•
•
•

Right click in the body of your note and select ‘dictionary’
Select the tab ‘Auto Correct’
Fill in the ‘word to add/update’ field [i.e. mse or ah]
Fill in the ‘Replace word with’ field [mental status exam or
auditory hallucinations]
• Keep case of original word should remain checked
• Select the next tab ‘ Add/Update word’ to add to your
existing list
• Select ‘ACCEPT” to make the addition apply

Use Plain Language
Open notes can reinforce trust when the notes are transparent
and respectful, but they can diminish trust when notes are
disrespectful or don’t accurately represent a session.
Using ‘plain language’ helps. As an example, some patients
have expressed concerns that the term ‘affect dysregulation’
might be a judgmental term. In this case, it’s an easy switch to
simply use the word ‘upset.’
Use the patient’s description if appropriate. Ms. Acher
describes her mood as ‘all over the place’. This is more
meaningful and useful to the patient.
It’s important to explain to patients that there are professional
standards and health insurance requirements that need to be
satisfied. Again, explaining and setting expectations is key. It is
also a requirement for proper informed consent.

Engage Patients in the
Documentation
Let your patients know it’s okay to ask, “How are you going to
document this?” This doesn’t mean the patient decides what can
or cannot be written.
It may be helpful to communicate that while the patient has a
right to access to the record, the health professional must still
satisfy professional requirements and standards.
After concluding a discussion about a particularly sensitive
subject, the clinician could ask: “ for my note, is it acceptable to
you if I write….”

Discuss
the
Diagnosis

We recommend that diagnoses
and other important details be
discussed with patients before
documenting, so they aren’t
learning something for the first
time in the note.

Create
a
Plan

Consider having a discussion with
your patients and coming up with a
plan for what they should do if they
become worried or upset by reading
their notes, or if they disagree with
something in them.
Setting realistic expectations is
highly important, just as it is with any
other aspect of a patient-health
professional relationship.

Develop options
if a patient’s
access to notes
may carry more
risk than benefit

You may decide with the patient to keep the notes
invisible and select ‘un-share with patient’. You might
suggest reading the note together. Clinicians may
want to revisit these options at any point during
treatment.
If patient does not want their notes shared to
MyPortfolio, or if the provider determines that
sharing the note will harm the patient, it is OK to not
share the patient. Such exceptions should be made
on a case by case basis, and documented in the
chart.
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3. EXCEPTIONS
When is it OK not to share a note
with the patient

Preventing Harm Exception: It will not be
information blocking for a clinician to engage in
practices that are reasonable and necessary to
prevent harm to a patient or another person,
provided certain conditions are met.
Key Conditions of the Exception:

Exceptions
Category I

•

The clinician must hold a reasonable belief that the
practice will substantially reduce a risk of harm

•

The clinician’s practice must be no broader than
necessary; (Case by Case- not default)

•

The clinician’s practice must satisfy at least one
condition from each of the following categories: type of
risk, type of harm, and implementation basis

•

The practice must satisfy the condition concerning a
patient right to request review of an individualized
determination of risk of harm

What is considered ‘Harm’: Harm refers to physical
harm to a patient. In mental health, if reading a note is
likely to increase the risk of suicide or homicide, this would
be considered appropriate.

What is not considered ‘Harm’

•

A patient may disagree with content

•

A patient may get angry

•

A patient may get confused

•

The therapeutic relationship may be harmed

•

The patient may terminate treatment

Privacy Exception: It will not be information blocking if the
clinician does not fulfill a request to access, exchange, or use EHI
in order to protect an individual’s privacy, provided certain
conditions are met.

Other
Category I
Exceptions

Security Exception: It will not be information blocking if the
purpose of refusal is to protect the security of EHI. i.e. If a website
or third-party app seeks access to EHI but doesn’t protect it, we
can refuse to send to them.
Infeasibility Exception: It will not be information blocking if a
particular request is too technically or technologically complex to
comply (ex: send me an electronic copy ONLY of all notes that
have the word “jelly” in them – we don’t have a note-reader that
could do that).
Health IT Performance Exception: It will not be information
blocking to make health IT temporarily unavailable or to degrade
the health IT's performance for the benefit of the overall
performance of the health IT. Legit downtimes are not considered
information “blocking” – if we plan downtime for three hours every
quarter with upgrade, we’re not “blocking” during those 3 hours.

Content and Manner Exception: It will not be
information blocking for an actor to limit the content of
its response to a request to access, exchange, or use
EHI or the manner in which it fulfills a request to
access, exchange, or use EHI, provided certain
conditions are met.

Category
II
Exceptions

Fees Exception: It will not be information blocking
for an actor to charge fees, including fees that result
in a reasonable profit margin, for accessing,
exchanging, or using EHI, provided certain conditions
are met.
Licensing Exception: It will not be information
blocking for an actor to license interoperability
elements for EHI to be accessed, exchanged, or
used, provided certain conditions are met.

Media articles about OpenNotes
Sharing Clinical Notes With Patients Improves Treatment Effectiveness, OpenNotes.org
Patient access to electronic psychiatric records: A pilot study, ScienceDirect
Boston hospital pilot gives patients electronic access to their therapists’ notes, Washington Post
What the therapist thinks about you, New York Times
Doctors’ notes on mental health shared with patients, Boston Globe
Would You Want to Read Your Therapist’s Notes?, Shape Magazine
Clinic lets patients read their therapist’s notes, BBC World Service
Should therapists give their patients access to mental health notes?, KPCC-FM 89.3 Southern California
Public Radio
Beth Israel Opens Mental Health Notes To Some Patients,, WBUR-FM 90.9 Boston’s NPR News Station

Source: Opennotes.org

Need more info | Questions |
Suggestions
Please visit: https://oneumms.org/preventinfoblocking/

